There are currently plenty of programs available for mapping short sequences (reads) to a genome. Most of them, however, including such popular and actively developed programs as Bowtie, BWA, TopHat and many others, are based on Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) algorithm. This approach is very effective for mapping high-homology reads, but runs into problems when mapping reads with high level of errors or SNP. Also it has problems with mapping RNASeq spliced reads (such as reads that aligning with gaps corresponding intron sequences), the kind that is essential for finding introns and alternative splicing gene isoforms. Meanwhile, finding intron positions is the most important task for determining the gene structure, and especially alternatively spliced variants of genes. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm that involves hashing reference genome. ReadsMap program, implementing such algorithm, demonstrate very high-accuracy mapping of large number of short reads to one or more genomic contigs. It is achieved mostly by better alignment of very short parts of reads separated by long introns with accounting information from mapping other reads containing the same intron inserted between bigger blocks. Availability and implementation: ReadsMap is implemented in C. It is incorporated in Fgenesh++ gene identification pipeline and is freely available to academic users at Softberry web server www.softberry.com.
adding to a list of spliced alignments; adding to a list of non-spliced alignments; selecting alignments supporting paired reads; loading the next read for analysis; generating a list of all reads' alignments; construction of list of reliable introns; localization of introns in alignments of reads with short unaligned flanks; building a list of all types of alignments; selection of best paired reads positions; second iteration of computing intron position
Alignment of a single read
In the first step of a read alignment we search for so-called alignment nucleus, which is then used as a start point for constructing an entire alignment. In essence, nucleus is a region of high similarity between a read and a contig, which satisfies certain minimum requirements of length and similarity level. These requirements are calculated based on reads length, assumed number of introns, and a minimum length of exons. For instance, for reads of 50, 76 and 100 bp minimum lengths are 13, 20 and 26 bp correspondingly with homology level of 91.5%.
To minimize computational time required for finding such blocks, we scan only regions that exceeding predetermined number of matched k-mers (default k=12, and a minimum number of matches is 7). Such approach can be visualized as a rectangular matrix, one side of which corresponds to a reference sequence, and another -to a query read. Matches of k-mers of reference and query sequences (hits) are shown as dots grouped along diagonals of a matrix, while a particular k-mer can be observed in several diagonals. After building such matrix, we have a set of diagonals, each containing a set of hits. To select potential alignment nuclei we choose the diagonals with number of hits >=7.
Obviously, short segments of reads can almost always be aligned to multiple sites on a reference sequence, and as a result, several alignment nuclei can be found. Since it is impossible to tell a priori which of found nuclei belongs to a true alignment (produced by sequence in the genome that generated a particular read), we compile and save a list of all found nuclei, in order to use them for finding spliced and unsplaced alignments at later stages.
Next, for each nucleus in a list, we search for a possibility of extending alignment without significant gaps and mismatches -at this stage maximum gap size is set to one base pair, i.e. at this step we find extended alignment regions that doesn't contain any introns. We call such alignment intronless. The constructed alignment may contain some unaligned sequences on its flanks: see Figure 2a . In cases when unaligned tails are long enough (more than 6 bp), we try to find potential splice sites in the vicinity of an alignment boundary (no more than 16 nucleotides away). If a potential splice site cannot be found, but the alignment is good enough, it is still kept as an intronless alignment. In case a splice site is found, an extended alignment is discarded, while its nucleus is used in search for an intron-containing alignment.
Such search is performed in two stages (see Figure 1 ): First we try to align unaligned flanks with a sequence in the vicinity of an alignment nucleus nucleus. The distance between two alignment blocks shall be no shorter than minimal size of an intron found in a given genome, and no longer than 99th percentile of distribution of intron lengths for that genome. As a result, we get a multiblock alignment ( Fig. 2b) with boundaries that don't necessarily correspond to actual splice sites. Figure 2b . Example of a multi-block alignment before attempting to find correct intron/exon boundaries.
Nucleotides that can be attributed to more than one block are shown in bold. -63  63  73  77  77  77 Then, we attempt to bring alignment block boundaries in correspondence with splice sites. The algorithm searches for an optimal solution, taking into account relative weights of different potential splice sites, as well as number of mismatches in a resulting alignment (Fig. 3) . If an alignment obtained in such optimization procedure doesn't pass the filtering criteria of quality, it is discarded, and its original nucleus is excluded from further consideration. 
Recreating introns and selecting accurate spliced alignments
Using a set of spliced alignments from the list constructed earlier, we can compile a list of introns and estimate their reliability based on frequencies of their occurrence in the alignments. The list would contain a multitude of variants with unaligned flanks too short (less than 6 bp) to reliably tell whether each of such flanks corresponds to another exon or is a result of sequencing error. (Fig.   4А ). However, if alignments of other reads confirm existence of an exon between aligned and unaligned parts of a given read and, at the same time, if unaligned part is similar with a terminus of an adjacent exon, we can, with high degree of conviction, align it to that exon ( Fig. 4В, С ). This approach lets reliably transfer even short fragments (down to 1 bp) to an adjacent exon. Such procedure is performed on all alignments with short unaligned flanks. A. An example of initial alignment. There is a short 3-bp unaligned flank at the left, shown in bold. 
В. A multiblock (spliced) alignment that supports a potential intron in location shown in Fig. 4A .
Canonical splice sites (AC-CT) are present, and block sizes are sufficient to judge this alignment to be correct. 16  16  25  35  45  51  51  51 unaligned flank from Fig. 4A plus two aligned, all shown in bold) were attributed to a new exon. As a result, the read was completely aligned, and intron position was correctly mapped. The result of this stage is a set of variants of alignments of reads to contigs, taking into account possible splice sites. Based on homology level and lengths of alignments, we can now assign scores to each alignment of a read or a pair of reads, and use these scores to map reads (or pairs) to contigs/chromosomes. I.e., for each read or pair, we find an alignment with maximum score, and discard all alternative alignments with scores below 96% of that maximum. Thus, for each read or pair, we are left with only highest-scoring alignments -usually just one. Such procedure, however, changes the composition of introns, as some of the alignments that supported introns are discarded. So the rebuilding of introns, as discussed above, is performed one more time.
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Testing performance of reads mapping.
Accuracy of RedsMap and other programs and was tested on an artificially created set of reads with known positions in the human genome sequence. We tested the program on both spliced reads (generated RNA-seq reads) and on unspliced reads (generated genomic reads). In a former case, we took an annotated human chromosome 22 sequence (http://genome.ucsc.edu/, h19 set), extracted from it 1,356 mRNA sequences, and used SimSeq program to simulate Illumina reads with randomly inserted mutations as provided by SimSeq default error profile and with 40x coverage. To estimate effect of reads length on mapping quality, we used three sets of reads, with lengths of 50, 76 and 100 bp. Parameters of each set are shown in Table 1 . For genomic (non-spliced) reads we introduced nucleotide substitutions, short deletions and insertions (up to 4 bp) to the sequence of human chromosome 22 and then used SimSeq program to generated reads (Table 2) . We can see from Table 2 that for genomic reads test we will use 11 sets of non-spliced reads with increasing frequency of mismatches (reflecting potential errors of sequencing). The programs were run on four cores of 3.6-GHz AMD FX 8150 processor, available memory 16 GB.
Results of reads mapping were compared with known reads locations in chromosome sequence.
In cases when we have short unaligned tails the coordinate of alignment extended to the reads' ends abolishing effect of mutations there. We estimate the following measures of program performance Results of reads mapping from the test sets by ReadsMap program are presented in Table 3 (a,b,c). The above results (Table3) show that ReadsMap found correct alignments for more than 99.8% о non-spliced reads and more than 99.4% for spliced reads. Analyzing cases of incorrect alignments we noted that the most often problem was finding spliced alignments for actually non-spliced reads. Such problem can appear due to occurrence of alternative splicing, when a particular gene has several possible isoforms and the found intron (for a considered read) is exist in one of isoform, but this read originally extracted from an exon of alternative isoform (Fig. 5A) .
A good example of such situation is alternative isoforms of GAB4 gene: uc002zlw.3
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGene?hgg_gene=uc002zlw.2) and uc010gqs.1 (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGene?hgg_gene=uc010gqs.1) (Fig. 5 b,c,d ). 26  26  26  35  45  55  65 ----------------(..)--------------- Mapping variants (c and d) represent equally good read 's alignments. Having in mind potential usage of the program for identification of gene structure and its alternative isoforms we select the spliced variant if we consider just one mapping for a read.
...|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ----------------(..)----------------CAGTGAGACACCGGGGGCTCAGATGTGGGTTCTTGTTCTTGGGG

.. GAGGTGCTGATGGGAGCAGCTGGGCTCAG ----------------(..)----------------CTG----------
----------------(..)----------------GCTGAGGAAATGTTTCCCAGGAAGC ----------------
. (..)----------------CTGTGCTTTCCTCCTGCCTGAAGCCACAGATCTGACAGATGCTCTGGACCC ------
.. GGGAGGTGCTGATGGGAGCAGCTGGGCTCAGCTG ----------------(..)----------------
The following tables include results of testing several popular reads mapping programs.
TopHat (http://ccb.jhu.edu/software/tophat/index.shtml) is one of the most accurate programs for aligning RNASeq reads to genomic sequences [11] . PASS [7, 8] (http://pass.cribi.unipd.it/cgi-bin/pass.pl) can map non-spliced and spliced reads. Table 6 . Most of errors of PASS program are due to poor finding short alignments blocks (less than 7 bp) at the ends of introns. Therefore it would be interesting to estimate accuracy of finding the main parts of alignments. For this task we selected the longest block of alignment (not interrupted by intron) and estimate the accuracy of correct finding 5 middle positions of such block (Table 6 ). We can see that in most mappings Pass program is pretty effective to find correctly the longest block of alignment, while the results are depending on the length of reads. For reads with 50 bp length the accuracy was just 87% and it increased to 93% for longer reads. Note that the errors due to imperfect alignment of short sequences separated by long intron from the other part of alignment are observed in all tested programs, but the ReadsMap has the least number of them.
Sensitivity (Sn) and specificity (Sp) measures allow evaluating a program performance, while their values alone may be highly misleading. Therefore, we computed F1-score and G-measure that account both of them providing a single value of accuracy, which is useful to rank the tested programs performance (Table 7) . These results is in agreement with the published accuracy estimations for TopHat, Star and PASS [8, 11, 12] .
The current version of ReadsMap program has superior accuracy after correction of some errors found in its earlier versions. At the same time execution of ReadsMap require more computational resources than for the other tested programs (Table 8) . Mapping genomic (DNAseq) reads.
Alignment of genomic reads with the reference genome is easier than RNASeq reads, while its high accuracy is very important for identification of SNP. Bowtie and BWA are the most popular programs for this task. In Tables 9-11 we provide various measures of accuracy and execution time for
ReadsMap, Bowtie and BWA. We can see that the number of found correct alignments is close to 100%.
The results of applying Bowtie program (http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/index.shtml) to alignment of the same set of reads are presented in Table. 10. The program was executed with "-sensitive" option. Having slightly higher specificity Bowtie demonstrate slightly lower sensitivity comparing with ReadsMap results. For reads alignment we used its default parameters. Note that the accuracy of BWA significantly less depends on length of reads and this software shows maximal specificity among the tested programs, while as in the case with Bowtie, ~ for 1% of reads it has not found their correct alignments. In the following three tables we presented results of mapping DNASeq reads with increasing number of errors or possible SNP (from 0.5 to 10%). From Tables 12-14 we can see that with increasing number of (SNP/errors) BWA and Bowtie programs demonstrate significantly bigger decreasing of mapping accuracy than ReadsMap. At the same time BWA and Bowtie required much less computer resources.
Conclusion
Summing the results of testing the accuracy of reads mapping programs we can conclude that for non-spliced reads (DNAseq reads) with small number of errors all of them demonstrate very high accuracy (F1-score ~ 98-99%, Tables 9 -11) where ReadsMap shows maximal sensitivity among other programs while it is less specific.
This effect is especially observed for shorter reads that can produce several alignments (observed in deferent genome locations) with approximately the same quality. In cases when we need to have a high specificity, ReadsMap can achieve it by filtering out alignments with smaller score than the best one (while it will slightly reduce sensitivity).
As the most significant result of our approach we consider a very good accuracy of ReadsMap program in mapping spliced reads that crossing intron sequences in the genome sequence. Such mappings provide accurate intron positions that is important in prediction gene structure and can be used helping to resolve a notoriously difficult problem of identification of alternatively spliced gene isoforms. From the Table 7 we can see that
ReadsMap demonstrates superior results comparing with the other reads mapping programs. It is achieved mostly by better placement of very short parts of reads separated by long introns with accounting information from mapping other reads containing the same intron inserted between bigger blocks. However, ReadsMap also have better accuracy when we consider the accuracy of correct alignment only for the biggest part of reads (uninterrupted by intron) for STAR и PASS programs. These results show that hash-based algorithms while require more computational resources can provide more accurate results in difficult cases of spliced reads alignment. Currently ReadsMap program is used along (i.e.
[13] ) and as an optional part of Fgenesh++ pipeline [14] that has been used in annotation of many eukaryotic genomes). If RNASeq reads are available with the genomic sequence it significantly improves quality of gene prediction and provides possibility using ReadsMap results to annotate alternatively spliced gene isoforms.
